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After the mistakes and mishaps of the last two years, I believe
we should be prepared for the possibility that the Prime
Minister may fail to deliver the Brexit deal that our country
needs. If that should happen, I want to know what my
constituents think should happen at that point. However
people voted in the referendum, I know that they did not vote
to be worse off than they were before.
If you have not already taken part in the survey, then I would
urge you to do so as I want to hear from as many people as
possible. You can complete the survey in either of below
ways: Online: www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/BrexitSurvey2018
Via Post: Please contact my office to request a paper version
of the consultation by using these details below:
Telephone: 0191 417 2000
Email: sharon.hodgson.mp@parliament.uk
As part of the NHS 70 celebrations, Sharon visited
Sunderland Royal Hospital to see some of the first-class
work and service that our NHS staff provide every day.
Brexit Survey
I recently launched a survey so that my constituents of
Washington and Sunderland West can tell me what they
think about Brexit. This is not about ‘re-running’ or
‘undermining’ the referendum that took place on our
membership of the European Union (EU) in June 2016; but
is about listening to and understanding my constituents’
views, two years on, to ensure that I am best representing
their voices on what is an extremely important issue.
The questions focus on a number of key issues, including
potential future scenarios, reasons for voting behaviour in the
referendum, and overall opinions on the Brexit process.
One only needs to look at the headlines as Parliament
resumes after summer recess to appreciate just how much
of a chaotic mess the Brexit negotiations are currently in.
Boris Johnson, along with a significant number of
Conservative MPs has stated outright that they will not be
supporting the Prime Minister’s so called “Chequers” plan.
With just 29 weeks to go until we formally leave the EU, the
chances of the Prime Minister reaching a deal that will pass
through Parliament are looking increasingly slim.

Although I both campaigned and voted to remain in the EU,
I appreciate that a majority of people voted to leave, and as
such I respect the result of the referendum. However, I want
to ensure that I’m representing my constituents’ views to the
best of my ability, and this survey will help me do just that.
Urgent Care Centres
The consultation that Sunderland Clinical Commissioning
Group (CCG) has been running on proposed changes to
urgent care services has now closed. I have been campaigning
against any closures as a result of this consultation, and
formally registered my opposition to the changes in a letter to
David Gallagher, the Chief Officer of Sunderland CCG on 30th
August 2018. You can read a copy of this letter by visiting:
www.sharonhodgson.org/sharon_formally_registers
I understand that there will now be a period of feedback and
evaluation of evidence by the CCG over the next couple of
months, before a decision is taken on the 20th of December
2018. Find out more about what happens next by visiting:
www.sunderlandccg.nhs.uk/get-involved
/urgent-care-services/what-happens-next/
I will ensure to keep residents up to date with any further
developments that I become aware of, including any reply
to my submission.
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In and around the constituency

pleased to receive a response to my letter confirming that the
call in request has moved to the next stage.

“ukactive” holiday club visit
This means that in the event that the planning committee vote
in favour of granting planning permission, the Council will not
be able to issue planning consent before giving the Secretary of
State the opportunity to consider whether or not to call in the
planning application.
I know residents will be following developments closely,
and I will be sure to pass on any updates as and when
I receive them.
“Give a Day to Policing”

Over the summer, I took the opportunity to visit one of
Sainsbury’s Active Kids Holiday Clubs at St Mary’s RC
Primary School in Jarrow to meet with co-ordinators,
speak to the children participating in the holiday club and
join in with the fun.
Research undertaken by ukactive and Premier
Sport found that children’s cardiovascular fitness levels
drop considerably over the summer months. As a result
of these findings Sainsbury’s decided to shift their focus
from providing kit and equipment to schools and into
providing experiences and healthy food to help kids
between the ages of 5-15 years old stay fit and active
during the summer months.
It was a genuine pleasure to visit the school and see the
children taking part in a huge variety of activities.
Worryingly, our children today are the most inactive
generation ever, so I welcome any initiative that can help
us get more kids moving.

In August, I joined Acting Sergeant James McLeod of
Northumbria Police as part of #GiveADayToPolicing. It was
a genuine privilege to join police staff and officers on the
frontline to hear about the challenges that they face on a
day-to-day basis.

Rolton Kilbride
In August, I wrote to Secretary of State for Housing,
Communities & Local Government, James Brokenshire
MP to request that he “call in” the planning Application
17/02085/MW4 – Land at Hillthorn Farm, Washington.

During the day I visited the Communications Centre, and sat
with Kate, a Contact Handler in order to experience how the
force manages incoming calls and varying levels of demand.
I also went to the Sulgrave Project to see how staff from
Sunderland Council, the Probation Service and the police all
work together in this ground-breaking initiative.

This application is for a new Waste Incinerator, to be built
by Rolton Kilbride. Many constituents have raised
serious concerns with me about this project, largely
focussing on the environmental and public health risks
that the incinerator may pose. I was therefore extremely

I was so impressed by the ways in which staff I met throughout
the day approached their roles with professionalism, often in
the face of stressful situations. Although many of us do not rely
on the emergency services regularly, it is important to recognise
the hard work being put in constantly in order to keep us safe.
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